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Norelco 5100 series

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Men often shave after months or weeks until they get fully grown facial hair. Later, they trim what is desired to improve and bring about that masculine appearance on their face. But the challenge is to find a trimmer out of the many, on the market, that
can promise an exact shaving experience. Aside from that, whether the trimmer fits your skin and hair texture or not and what are its features, pros and cons, etc., are the other important points to consider. This whole process would be a lot of time to take. So we did this part and after diligent research we
found the Philips Norelco Series 5100 is what you should check out once. This is usually recommended to those who are still on the lookout for the best quality trimmer on the market. So, let's get started with the Philips Norelco Series 5100 review followed by an in-depth look at it's features. Philips
Norelco 5100 Review- Is the product worth buying? The Philips Norelco Series 5100 has excellent running time, battery life followed by product durability. This trimmer delivers precise shaving through its unmatched self-sharpening blades. Not only that, but its multi-control setup will also ensure shaving to
the next level of convenience. Furthermore, the overall product quality is higher than its price. However, the Norelco 5100 also has a disadvantage; if you are expecting a flawless clean shave, then you may need to switch to a different model. Nevertheless, the good part is that effectively trims hair of any
length. Now let's move on to the detailed picture of the trimmer functions and its specifications. Philips Norelco Beard Trimmer Series 5100 - Features and specificationsFor further observation of the trimmer's quality, here are the feature highlights: 1. Self-Sharpening BladesPhilips Norelco series shaver
blades are made of stainless steel, that means it will not be rusty. So, the leaves can be cleaned with water after each use. In addition, the trimmer is completely washable. The trimmer blades become self-maped on both sides (double-sided sharpening) as they roll on your skin. This means that the
trimmer cutting remains the same as it was at the beginning. The blades trim effectively which means that shaving takes less time. So, a good speed is what you can expect from the Norelco 5100. It is usually suitable for men with busy schedules and time constraints. Another plus point about the leaves
is they serve a stroke shaving; this means that you do not need to rub the trimmer in the same place more than once. It also reduces the burning sensation of the skin after each shave. What's more? The tips of the leaves are rounded to avoid nicks and cuts, which makes the trimming gentler on fragile
skin.2. CombsUse the shaver without using any comb attachment, you can get a shave that is as close as a day stump. However, with you can expect to achieve any variety straight style or appearance. The package includes a hair lift comb that perfectly lifts and guides your hair, providing perfect hair



trimming. This comb is also suitable for trimming both short stubble and longer beard. This attachment reduces the risk of hair being attracted to the comb guide and also makes shaving easier and smooth. Other than that there is a smaller comb that makes intricate tuning requirements easier with more
detailed shaving, like trimming around the mustache or making sideburns. The best part is that you can switch between these two comb guides without requiring to replace them individually, each time. This also reduces the total straight time. Like the rounded trimmer blades, the chamber guides also have
rounded tips to prevent skin inflammation. To these two are two more hair clipping combs, which you can use after you are done shaving, for setting the hairstyle. A cutting comb is for trimming short hair of length that ranges between 0.4mm and 7mm. The second clipper comb for long hair of length
ranges between 7mm and 13mm. So, aside from beard trimming, you can also expect flawless haircuts. It adds versatility to the product. A cleaning brush is another addition of the product which makes it better than the philips norelco trimmer 7200.3. Precision DialThe precision dial is another selling
point of the Norelco 5100 series, as it safely locks your desired trimming length, ensuring an evenly shaved look. 17 lengths settings are available on the precision dial. You simply need to set your required length through the zoom wheel and get started. The length settings range from 0.4mm to 7mm (that
is, 1/64 inch to 1/2 inch, given the US standards).4. Durable Battery lifeThe trimmer battery can last about 1 hour 10 minutes, exactly. So you can expect full-fledged shave without stopping in the middle of the road. The Li-ion battery is used in this product. So, there is no doubt that the trimmer can be
used cordless. An electrical cord is available in the product kit for charging the device. The good part here is that you can continue to trim while the trimmer is still charging.5. Ergonomic DesignTrimmer is lightweight because its external framework is made of durable plastic. The parts are completely
washable as mentioned earlier. The silvery finish followed by black edging on both sides gives it an elegant and smart outlook. The trimmer is well designed with a spindle body that allows for the convenience of use. The zoom wheel is in the center, making trimming length. Finally, its switch is located
just below the precision zoom dial.6. CostBeing in medium-range, philips norelco trimmer price is reasonably smaller compared to the quality of performance it delivers. All necessary additions and attachments come easily within the package, which comes without an additional cost. What we The Philips
Beard Trimmer Series 5100 is not just a trimmer that will do for beard trimming. You can also use it for styling your hair in any desired way. So, it's basically a two-in-one grooming tool. Secondly, the versatile comb guides also promise trimming of hair and beard, without leaving a feeling of skin irritation
when the blades are made of stainless steel. Third, precision zoom dial contains 17 different length settings for tuning; anywhere from 1/64 inch to 1/2 inch. Fourthly, the Li-ion battery is integrated into the system to provide a driving time of 70 minutes after a constant charge for 1 hour.  Here we have
highlighted only four of the many beneficial properties of the Norelco 5100, which makes it worth buying. What we don't like:The trimmer engine is pretty noisy.  © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiary Philips Norelco Series 5100 includes power, longevity, excellent battery system and durability
of a product. It's very accurate with edge cutting ability to notice its self-sharpened blades that you couldn't find in any other shaving marks. Aside from that, its interface is definitely a must. Its multi-control setup will bring your shave to a whole next level. Philips Norelco Series 5100. (Photo by Amazon)
Introduction of philips norelco series 5100For a while, men shave their beards or facial hair to style or cut it out to improve the look and evoke a more masculine appearance. But selecting the best among shavers on the market is not an easy job. You need to consider a lot of factors from power, battery
life and shaving performance. Apart from that, you will examine its features if it is appropriate for your skin type. The Philips Norelco Series 5100 is something to look forward to if you're still looking for the best shavers. Philips Norelco Series 5100 Body and Its LookPhilips Norelco Series 5100 house
several features that you rarely find in any shaving products. It is the successor from the Norelco 3000 series that lacks power and straight flexibility. Nonetheless, the 5100 series is also the precursor to the current flagship Norelco 7200 series which is more expensive including several changes from its
previous brand. The Norelco 5100 series is a convenient option for those who want to express their hair artistry by making different layouts and styles. Other than that its also innovated with dynamics and well-faceted tuning systems for day-to-day shaving activity. Philips Norelco Beard Trimmer Series
5100 ReviewAt first glance you will eventually notice its complicated setting. It is mostly silver polished made of high quality plastic with a parabolic shape build for comfort and sophisticated appearance. On its center is a zoom wheel that can be rotated easily to select the trim length. These lengths are
respectively on the upper part of the zoom wheel. The multiple settings for length is quite intuitive yet not easily understandable. It is best to examine first and study it before using on beard or hair. Philips Norelco Series 5100Blades are okay, however, the guard seems thin. Below the zoom wheel is a
black switch located that you easily press to turn it on. With a packaged weight of about 1.8 pounds, this product is easy for use. It's an all-in-one trimmer. You may need it in your head, face, or all over your body. Its created to address skin sensitivity with its 17 varied trim lengths. Its intricate and precise
trim length is something to look forward to with this shaver. Just be careful with the adjustments as it may cut out your skin. The linear motor seems to be powerful and strong to account for a long use time. Yet it is quite loud and sometimes even annoying. But it's understandable to the power you get from
this. Battery life and performance are very outstanding. It lasts for about 70 minutes suitable for travel and day-to-day use. Apart from that, it can be used when charging the shaver. Charging the device takes about an hour through a given electrical cord included in the package. However, there does not
appear to be a battery indicator. Though, most users find it helpful with cord and cordless use. Cleaning is quite easy but still a little hassle. Although the body is waterproof, there may be some short hairs trapped in the blade. Thus, you definitely need to spend more time cleaning it. The price is a bit
expensive but reasonable for the quality and attachments you will get. Apart from the shaver, it contains a built-in beard comb, two haircuts (0.4-1.3 mm) and a cleaning brush. VIDEOPhilips norelco beard head trimmer series 5100Specs and features: Philips Norelco beard and hair trimmer, Series 5100
with 3 Attachments Cordless Hairclipper and Face Groomer - No Blade Oil Needed, BT5210/42 The Philips Beard Trimmer Series 5100 is great for more than just your beard. It acts as a hair clipper to effectively trim the face and head with a tool. Dynamic beard guide system lifts and guides hair
effectively, designed to deliver skin-friendly and smooth trimming. With the zoom wheel, there are 17 built-in precision lengthsettings ranging from 1/64 inch (0.4mm) to 1/2 inch (13mm)Skin-friendly self-sharpening steel blades preventing skin irritation. Lithium-ion battery provides up to 70 minutes of
runtime after a 1 hour charge. Fully washable for easy, thorough cleaning. To inspect more product quality, here are some important features that highlight the shaver. This includes the following;a. Versatile and Precise Cutting SystemWith its premium lift and trim technology, this shaver effectively flexibly
cuts different hair lengths. It includes 17 built-in could be adjusted using the zoom wheel. Shown on this system are lengths from 0.4 to 7 mm for short hair trimming and 7 to 13 mm designed for long hair cutting. Its double blades are intuitively made to prevent possible skin irritation. Its rounded edges are
perfectly designed for comfortable self-acuity ability. b. Long Term Battery LifeIt's edge battery life that lasts for 70 minutes will keep your hair completely shaved. The lithium-ion battery is integrated into the system. It charged through an electric cord included in the package. Each charge can last for an
hour only. Apart from that, you can use the device while charging in a socket. c. Ergonomic Design With the contemporary vibe, this shaver is quite easily manufactured mainly with plastic. Its parts are washable with water, perfect for cleaning. Its silver ended with black edge on its sides. It is well
constructed with a parabolic body for convenience when utilised. The zoom wheel located in its center is intuitively lucky for different trim lengths. The switch that is easily identified is located just below the zoom wheel. d. Attachments and ExtrasSS have several things included in the package to enhance
its shaving versatility. Nevertheless, the package includes a beard and hair trimmer, a hairlift comb, two additional cutting combs (0.4 to 7 mm) and (7-13 mm), and a cleaning brush. The device has an outrageous five year warranty when purchasing it. Check out our complete guide on moustache
trimmers and stump trimmers. Advantages: - Flexible trim lengths - Long battery life - Versatile shaving drive - Washable body - Long-term warranty - Self-sharpened blades - Lightweight body
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